In this paper we propose a data intensive approach for inferring sentence-internal temporal relations. Our approach bypasses the need for manual coding by exploiting the presence of temporal markers like after, which overtly signal a temporal relation. Our experiments concentrate on two tasks relevant for applications which either extract or synthesise temporal information (e.g., summarisation, question answering). Our first task focuses on interpretation: given a subordinate clause and main clause, identify the temporal relation between them. The second is a fusion task: given two clauses and a temporal relation between them, decide which one contained the temporal marker (i.e., identify the subordinate and main clause). We compare and contrast several probabilistic models differing in their feature space, linguistic assumptions and data requirements. We evaluate performance against a gold standard corpus and also against human subjects performing the same tasks. The best model achieves 69.1% F-score in inferring the temporal relation between two clauses and 93.4% F-score in distinguishing the main vs. the subordinate clause, assuming that the temporal relation is known.
Introduction
The computational treatment of temporal information has recently attracted much attention, in part because of its increasing importance for potential applications. In multidocument summarisation, for example, information that is to be included in the summary must be extracted from various documents and synthesised into a meaningful text. Knowledge about the temporal order of events is important for determining what content should be communicated (interpretation) and for correctly merging and presenting information in the summary (generation). Indeed, ignoring temporal relations in either the information extraction phase or the summary generation phase potentially results in a summary which is misleading with respect to the temporal information in the original documents. In question answering, one often seeks information about the temporal properties of events (e.g., When did X resign? ) or how events relate to each other (e.g., Did X resign before Y? ).
An important first step towards the automatic handling of temporal phenomena is the analysis and identification of time expressions. Such expressions include absolute date or time specifications (e.g., October 19th, 2000 ) , descriptions of intervals (e.g., thirty years), indexical expressions (e.g., last week ), etc. It is therefore not surprising that much previous work has focused on the recognition, interpretation, and normalisation of time expressions 1 (Wilson, Mani, Sundheim, & Ferro, It is precisely this type of data that we will exploit for making predictions about the temporal relationships among events in text. We will assess the feasibility of such an approach by initially focusing on sentence-internal temporal relations. We will obtain sentences like the ones shown in (2), where a main clause is connected to a subordinate clause with a temporal marker and we will develop a probabilistic framework where the temporal relations will be learnt by gathering informative features from the two clauses.
In this paper we focus on two tasks, both of which are important for any NLP system requiring information extraction and text synthesis. The first task addresses the interpretation of temporal relations: given a main and a subordinate clause, identify the temporal marker which connected them. So for this task, our models view the marker from each sentence in the training corpus as the label to be learnt. In the test corpus the marker is removed and the models' task is to pick the most likely label-or equivalently marker. Our second task concerns the generation of temporal relations. Non-extractive summarisers that produce sentences by fusing together sentence fragments (e.g., Barzilay, 2003) must be able to determine whether to include an overt temporal marker in the generated text, where the marker should be placed, and what lexical item should be used. Rather than attempting all three tasks at once, we focus on determining the appropriate ordering among a temporal marker and two clauses. We infer probabilistically which of the two clauses is introduced by the marker, and effectively learn to distinguish between main and subordinate clauses. In this case the main vs. subordinate clause are treated as labels. The test corpus consists of sentences with overtly marked temporal markers, however information regarding their position is removed. By the very nature of these tasks, our models focus exclusively on sentence-internal temporal relations. It is hoped that they can be used to infer temporal relations among events in data where overt temporal markers are absent (e.g., as in (1)), although this is beyond the scope of this paper.
In attempting to infer temporal relations probabilistically, we consider different classes of models with varying degrees of faithfulness to linguistic theory. Our models differ along two dimensions: the employed feature space and the underlying independence assumptions. We compare and contrast models which utilise word-co-occurrences with models which exploit linguistically motivated features (such as verb classes, argument relations, and so on). Linguistic features typically allow our models to form generalisations over classes of words, thereby requiring less training data than word co-occurrence models. We also compare and contrast two kinds of models: one assumes that the properties of the two clauses are mutually independent; the other makes slightly more realistic assumptions about dependence. (Details of the models and features used are given in Sections 3 and 4.2). We furthermore explore the benefits of ensemble learning methods for the two tasks introduced above and show that improved performance can be achieved when different learners (modelling complementary knowledge sources) are combined. Our machine learning experiments are complemented by a study in which we investigate human performance on our two tasks, thereby assessing their feasibility and providing a ceiling on model performance.
The next section gives an overview of previous work in the area of computing temporal information and discusses related work which utilises overt markers as a means for avoiding manual labelling of training data. Section 3 describes our probabilistic models and Section 4 discusses our features and the motivation behind their selection. Our experiments are presented in Sections 5-7. Section 8 offers some discussion and concluding remarks.
annotations from the TimeBank corpus and large amounts of unannotated data. They first build a classifier from the TimeML annotations using a variety of features based on syntactic analysis and the identification of temporal expressions. The original feature vectors are next augmented with unlabelled data sharing structural similarities with the training data. Their algorithm yields performances well above the baseline for both tasks.
Conceivably, existing corpus data annotated with discourse structure, such as the RST treebank (Carlson et al., 2001) , might be reused to train a temporal relations classifier. For example, for text spans connected with RESULT, it is implied by the semantics of this relation, that the events in the first span temporally precede the second; thus, a classifier of rhetorical relations could indirectly contribute to a classifier of temporal relations. Corpus-based methods for computing discourse structure are beginning to emerge (e.g., Marcu, 1999; Soricut & Marcu, 2003; Baldridge & Lascarides, 2005) . But there is currently no automatic mapping from these discourse structures to their temporal consequences; so although there is potential for eventually using linguistic resources labelled with discourse structure to acquire a model of temporal relations, that potential cannot be presently realised.
Continuing on the topic of discourse relations, it is worth mentioning Marcu and Echihabi (2002) whose approach bypasses altogether the need for manual coding in a supervised learning setting. A key insight in their work is that rhetorical relations (e.g., EXPLANATION and CONTRAST) are sometimes signalled by an unambiguous discourse connective (e.g., because for EXPLANATION and but for CONTRAST). They extract sentences containing such unambiguous markers from a corpus, and then (automatically) identify the text spans connected by the marker, remove the marker and replace it with the rhetorical relation it signals. A Naive Bayes classifier is trained on this automatically labelled data. The model is designed to be maximally simple and employs solely word bigrams as features. Specifically, bigrams are constructed over the cartesian product of words occurring in the two text spans and it is assumed that word pairs are conditionally independent. Marcu and Echihabi demonstrate that such a knowledge-lean approach performs well, achieving an accuracy of 49.70% when distinguishing six relations (over a baseline of 16.67%). However, since the model relies exlusively on word-co-occurrences, an extremely large training corpus (in the order of 40 M sentences) is required to avoid sparse data (see Sporleder and Lascarides (2005) for more detailed discussion).
In a sense, when considering the complexity of various models used to infer temporal and discourse relations, Marcu and Echihabi's (2002) model lies at the simple extreme of the spectrum, whereas the semantics and inference-based approaches to discourse interpretation (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1993; Asher & Lascarides, 2003) lie at the other extreme, for these latter theories assume no independence among the properties of the spans, and they exploit linguistic and non-linguistic features to the full. In this paper, we aim to explore a number of probabilistic models which lie in between these two extremes, thereby giving us the opportunity to study the tradeoff between the complexity of the model on the one hand, and the amount of training data required on the other. We are particularly interested in assessing the performance of models on smaller training sets than those used by Marcu and Echihabi (2002) ; such models will be useful for classifiers that are trained on data sets where relatively rare discourse connectives are exploited.
Our work differs from Mani et al. (2003) and Boguraev and Ando (2005) in that we do not exploit manual annotations in any way. Our aim is however similar, we infer temporal relations between pairs of events. We share with Marcu and Echihabi (2002) the use of data with overt markers as a proxy for hand coded temporal relations. Apart from the fact that our interepretation task is different from theirs, our work departs from Marcu and Echihabi (2002) in three further important ways. First, we propose alternative models and explore the contribution of linguistic information to the inference task, investigating how this enables one to train on considerably smaller data sets. Secondly, we apply the proposed models to a generation task, namely information fusion. And finally, we evaluate the models against human subjects performing the same task, as well as against a gold standard corpus. In the following section we present our models and formalise our interpretation and generation tasks.
Problem Formulation
Interpretation Given a main clause and a subordinate clause attached to it, our task is to infer the temporal marker linking the two clauses. P´S M t j S S µ represents the probability that a marker t j relates a main clause S M and a subordinate clause S S . We aim to identify which marker t j in the set of possible markers T maximises P´S M t j S S µ:
We ignore the terms P´S M µ and P´S S S M µ in (3) as they are constant and use Bayes' Rule to calculate
S M and S S are vectors of features a M 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a M n and a S 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a S n characteristic of the propositions occurring with the marker t j (our features are described in detail in Section 4.2). Estimating the different P´a M 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a S n t j µ terms will not be feasible unless we have a very large set of training data. We will therefore make the simplifying assumption that a temporal marker t j can be determined by observing feature pairs representative of a main and a subordinate clause. We further assume that these feature pairs are conditionally independent given the temporal marker and are not arbitrary; rather than considering all pairs in the cartesian product of a M 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a M n , we restrict ourselves to feature pairs that belong to the same class i. Thus, the probability of observing the conjunction a M 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a S n given t j is:
For example, if we were assuming our feature space consisted solely of nouns and verbs, we will estimate P´a M i a S i t j µ by taking into account all noun-noun and verb-verb bigrams that are attested in S and M and co-occur with t j . The model in (4) can be further simplified by assuming that the likelihood of the subordinate clause S S is conditionally independent of the main clause S M (i.e., P´S S S M t j µ P´S S t j µP´S M t j µ).
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The assumption is clearly a simplification but makes the estimation of the probabilities P´S M t j µ and P´S S t j µ more reliable in the face of sparse data:
S M and S S are again vectors of features a M 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a M n and a S 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ a S n representing the clauses co-occurring with the marker t j . Now individual features (instead of feature pairs) are assumed to be conditionally independent given the temporal marker and therefore:
Returning to our example feature space of nouns and verbs, P´a M i t j µ and P´a S i t j µ will be estimated by considering how often verbs and nouns co-occur with t j . These co-occurrences will be estimated separately for main and subordinate clauses. Throughout this paper we will use the terms conjunctive for model (5) and disjunctive for model (7). We effectively treat the temporal interpretation problem as a disambiguation task. From a (confusion) set T of temporal markers, e.g., after, before, since , we select the one that maximises (5) or (7) (see Section 4 for details on our confusion set and corpus). The conjunctive model explicitly captures dependencies between the main and subordinate clauses, whereas the disjunctive model is somewhat simplistic in that relationships between features across the two clauses are not captured directly. However, if two values of these features for the main and subordinate clauses co-occur frequently with a particular marker, then the conditional probability of these features on that marker will approximate the right biases.
The conjunctive model is more closely related to the kinds of symbolic rules for inferring temporal relations that are used in semantics and inference-based accounts (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1993) . Many rules typically draw on the relationships between the verbs in both clauses, or the nouns in both clauses, and so on. Both the disjunctive and conjunctive models are different from Marcu and Echihabi's (2002) model in several respects. They utilise linguistic features rather than word bigrams. The conjunctive model's features are two-dimensional with each dimension belonging to the same feature class. The disjunctive model has the added difference that it assumes independence in the features attested in the two clauses.
Fusion For the sentence fusion task, the identity of the two clauses is unknown, and our task is to infer which clause contains the marker. Conjunctive and disjunctive models can be expressed as follows:
where p is generally speaking a sentence fragment to be realised as a main or subordinate clause ( p S p M or p M p S ), and t is the temporal marker linking the two clauses. Features are generated similarly to the interpretation case by taking the co-occurrences of temporal markers and individual features (disjunctive model) or feature pairs (conjuctive model) into account.
(S1 (S (NP (DT The) (NN company)) (VP (VBD said) (S (NP (NNS employees)) (VP (MD will) (VP (VB lose) (NP (PRP their) (NNS jobs)) (SBAR-TMP (IN after) (S (NP (DT the) (NN sale)) (VP (AUX is) (VP (VBN completed))) ))))))))
Figure 1: Extraction of main and subordinate clause from parse tree
Parameter Estimation
We can estimate the parameters for our models from a large corpus. In their simplest form, the features a M i and a S i can be the words making up main and subordinate clauses. In order to extract relevant features, we first identify clauses in a hypotactic relation, i.e., main clauses of which the subordinate clause is a constituent. Next, in the training phase, we estimate the probabilities P´a M i t j µ and P´a S i t j µ for the disjunctive model by simply counting the occurrence of the features a M i and a S i with marker t (i.e., f´a M i t j µ) and ( f´a S i t j µ). In essence, we assume for this model that the corpus is representative of the way various temporal markers are used in English. For the conjunctive model we estimate the co-occurrence frequencies f´a M i a S i t j µ. Features with zero counts are smoothed in both models; we adopt the m-estimate with uniform priors, with m equal to the size of the feature space (Cestnik, 1990) . In the testing phase, all occurrences of the relevant temporal markers are removed for the interpretation task and the model must decide which member of the confusion set to choose. For the sentence fusion task, it is the textual order of the two clauses that is unknown and must be inferred.
Data Extraction
In order to obtain training and testing data for the models described in the previous section, subordinate clauses (and their main clause counterparts) were extracted from the BLLIP corpus (30 M words). The latter is a Treebank-style, machine-parsed version of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ, years 1987-89) which was produced using Charniak's (2000) parser. Our study focused on the following (confusion) set of temporal markers: after, before, while, when, as, once, until, since . We initially compiled a list of all temporal markers discussed in Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik (1985) and eliminated markers with frequency less than 10 per million in our corpus.
We identify main and subordinate clauses connected by temporal discourse markers, by first traversing the tree top-down until we identify the tree node bearing the subordinate clause label we are interested in and then extract the subtree it dominates. Assuming we want to extract after subordinate clauses, this would be the subtree dominated by SBAR-TMP in Figure 1 indicated by the arrow pointing down (see after the sale is completed ). Having found the subordinate clause, we proceed to extract the main clause by traversing the tree upwards and identifying the S node immediately dominating the subordinate clause node (see the arrow pointing up in Figure 1 , employees will lose their jobs). In cases where the subordinate clause is sentence initial, we first identify the Marker Frequency Distribution (%)  when  35,895  42 83  as  15,904  19 00  after  13,228  15 79  before  6,572  7 84  until  5,307  6 33  while  3,524  4 20  since  2,742  3 27  once  638  0 76  TOTAL  83,810  100 00   Table 1 : Subordinate clauses extracted from BLLIP corpus SBAR-TMP node and extract the subtree dominated by it, and then traverse the tree downwards in order to extract the S-tree immediately dominating it.
For the experiments described here we focus solely on subordinate clauses immediately dominated by S, thus ignoring cases where nouns are related to clauses via a temporal marker. Note that there can be more than one main clause that qualify as attachment sites for a subordinate clause. In Figure 1 the subordinate clause after the sale is completed can be attached either to said or will loose. There can be similar structural ambiguities for identifying the subordinate clause; for example see (10) , where the conjunction and should lie within the scope of the subordinate before-clause (and indeed, the parser disambiguates the structural ambiguity correctly for this case): We are relying on the parser for providing relatively accurate resolutions of structural ambiguities, but unavoidably this will create some noise in the data. To estimate the extent of this noise, we manually inspected 30 randomly selected examples for each of our temporal discourse markers i.e., 240 examples in total. All the examples that we inspected were true positives of temporal discourse markers save one, where the parser assumed that as took a sentential complement whereas in reality it had an NP complement (i.e., an anti-poverty worker): (11) In most cases the noise is due to the fact that the parser either overestimates or underestimates the extent of the text span for the two clauses. 98.3% of the main clauses and 99.6% of the subordinate clauses were accurately identified in our data set. Sentence (12) is an example where the parser incorrectly identifies the main clause: it predicts that the after-clause is attached to to denationalise the country's water industry. Note, however, that the subordinate clause (as some managers resisted the move and workers threatened lawsuits ). is correctly identified. The size of the corpus we obtain with these extraction methods is detailed in Table 1 . There are 83,810 instances overall (i.e., just 0.20% of the size of the corpus used by Marcu and Echihabi, 2002) . Also note that the distribution of temporal markers ranges from 0.76% (for once) to 42.83% (for when). Some discourse markers from our confusion set underspecify temporal semantic information. For example, when can entail temporal overlap (see (13a), from Kamp & Reyle, 1993a) , or temporal progression (see (13c), from Moens & Steedman, 1988) . The same is true for once and since:
(13) a.
Mary left when Bill was preparing dinner. b. When they built the bridge, they solved all their traffic problems.
(14) a.
Once John moved to London, he got a job with the council. b. Once John was living was living in London, he got a job with the council.
(15) a.
John has worked for the council since he's been living in London. b. John moved to London since he got a job with the council there.
This means that if the model chooses when, once, or since as the most likely marker between a main and subordinate clause, then the temporal relation between the events described is left underspecified. Of course the semantics of when or once limits the range of possible relations to two, but our model does not identify which specific relation is conveyed by these markers for a given example. Similarly, while is ambiguous between a temporal use in which it signals that the eventualities temporally overlap (see (16a)) and a contrastive use which does not convey any particular temporal relation (although such relations may be conveyed by other features in the sentence, such as tense, aspect and real world knowledge; see (16b)). The maker as can also denote two relations, i.e., overlap (see 17a) or cause (see 17b).
(16) a.
While the stock market was rising steadily, even companies stuffed with cash rushed to issue equity. b. While on the point of history he was directly opposed to Liberal Theology, his appeal to a 'spirit' somehow detachable from the Jesus of history run very much along similar lines to the Liberal approach.
(17) a. Grand melodies poured out of him as he contemplated Caesar's conquest of Egypt. b. I wen to the bank as I run out of cash.
We inspected 30 randomly-selected examples for markers with underspecified readings (i.e., when, once, since, while and as). The marker when entails a temporal overlap interpretation 70% of the time, whereas once and since are more likely to entail temporal progression (74% and 80%, respectively). The markers as and while receive predominantly temporal interpretations in our corpus. Specifically, while has non-temporal uses in 13.3% of the instances in our sample and as in 25%. Once the interence procedure has taken place, we could use these biases to disambiguate, albeit coarsely, markers with underspecified meanings.
Model Features
A number of knowledge sources are involved in inferring temporal ordering including tense, aspect, temporal adverbials, lexical semantic information, and world knowledge (Asher & Lascarides, Temporal Signature (T) It is well known that verbal tense and aspect impose constraints on the temporal order of events and also on the choice of temporal markers. These constraints are perhaps best illustrated in the system of Dorr and Gaasterland (1995) who examine how inherent (i.e., states and events) and non-inherent (i.e., progressive, perfective) aspectual features interact with the time stamps of the eventualities in order to generate clauses and the markers that relate them. Although we cannot infer inherent aspectual features from verb surface form (for this we would need a dictionary of verbs and their aspectual classes together with a process that assigns aspectual classes in a given context), we can extract non-inherent features from our parse trees. We first identify verb complexes including modals and auxiliaries and then classify tensed and non-tensed expressions along the following dimensions: finiteness, non-finiteness, modality, aspect, voice, and polarity. The values of these features are shown in Table 2 . The features finiteness and non-finiteness are mutually exclusive.
Verbal complexes were identified from the parse trees heuristically by devising a set of 30 patterns that search for sequences of auxiliaries and verbs. From the parser output verbs were classified as passive or active by building a set of 10 passive identifying patterns requiring both a passive auxiliary (some form of be and get) and a past participle.
To illustrate with an example, consider again the parse tree in Figure 1 . We identify the verbal groups will lose and is completed from the main and subordinate clause respectively. The former is mapped to the features present, 0, future, imperfective, active, affirmative , whereas the latter is mapped to present, 0, / 0, imperfective, passive, affirmative , where 0 indicates the verb form is finite and / 0 indicates the absence of a modal. In Table 3 we show the relative frequencies in our corpus for finiteness (FIN), past tense (PAST), active voice (ACT), and negation (NEG) for main and subordinate clauses conjoined with the markers once and since. As can be seen there are differences in the distribution of counts between main and subordinate clauses for the same and different markers. For instance, the past tense is more frequent in since than once subordinate clauses and modal verbs are more often attested in since main clauses when compared with once main clauses. Also, once main clauses are more likely to be active, whereas once subordinate clauses can be either active or passive.
Verb Identity (V)
Investigations into the interpretation of narrative discourse have shown that specific lexical information plays an important role in determining temporal interpretation (e.g., Asher and Lascarides 2003) . For example, the fact that verbs like push can cause movement of the patient and verbs like fall describe the movement of their subject can be used to interpret the discourse in (18) as the pushing causing the falling, thus making the linear order of the events mismatch their temporal order.
(18) Max fell. John pushed him.
We operationalise lexical relationships among verbs in our data by counting their occurrence in main and subordinate clauses from a lemmatised version of the BLLIP corpus. Verbs were extracted from the parse trees containing main and subordinate clauses. Consider again the tree in Figure 1 . Here, we identify lose and complete, without preserving information about tense or passivisation which is explicitly represented in our temporal signatures. Table 4 lists the most frequent verbs attested in main (Verb M ) and subordinate (Verb S ) clauses conjoined with the temporal markers after, as, before, once, since, until, when, and while (TMark) .
The verb identity feature does not capture meaning regularities concerning the types of verbs entering in temporal relations. For example, in Table 4 sell and pay are possession verbs, say and announce are communication verbs, and come and rise are motion verbs. Asher and Lascarides (2003) argue that many of the rules for inferring temporal relations should be specified in terms of the semantic class of the verbs, as opposed to the verb forms themselves, so as to maximise the linguistic generalisations captured by a model of temporal relations. For our purposes, there is an additional empirical motivation for utilising verb classes as well as the verbs themselves: it reduces the risk of sparse data. Accordingly, we use two well-known semantic classifications for obtaining some degree of generalisation over the extracted verb occurrences, namely WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and the verb classification proposed by Levin (1995) .
Verbs in WordNet are classified in 15 broad semantic domains (e.g., verbs of change, verbs of cognition, etc.) often referred to as supersenses (Ciaramita & Johnson, 2003) . We therefore mapped the verbs occurring in main and subordinate clauses to WordNet supersenses. (feature V W ). Semantically ambiguous verbs will correspond to more than one semantic class. We resolve ambiguity heuristically by always defaulting to the verb's prime sense (as indicated in WordNet) and selecting its corresponding supersense. In cases where a verb is not listed in WordNet we default to its lemmatised form. Levin (1995) focuses on the relation between verbs and their arguments and hypothesises that verbs which behave similarly with respect to the expression and interpretation of their arguments share certain meaning components and can therefore be organised into semantically coherent classes (200 in total). Asher and Lascarides (2003) argue that these classes provide important information for identifying semantic relationships between clauses. Verbs in our data were mapped into their corresponding Levin classes (feature V L ); polysemous verbs were disambiguated by the method proposed in Lapata and Brew (1999) . 3 Again, for verbs not included in Levin, the lemmatised verb form is used. Examples of the most frequent Levin classes in main and subordinate clauses as well as WordNet supersenses are given in Table 4 .
Noun Identity (N) It is not only verbs, but also nouns that can provide important information about the semantic relation between two clauses; Asher and Lascarides (2003) discuss an example in which having the noun meal in one sentence and salmon in the other serves to trigger inferences that the events are in a part-whole relation (eating the salmon was part of the meal). An example from our domain concerns the nouns share and market. The former is typically found in main clauses preceding the latter which is often in a subordinate clause. Table 5 shows the most frequently attested nouns (excluding proper names) in main (Noun M ) and subordinate (Noun S ) clauses for each temporal marker. Notice that time denoting nouns (e.g., year, month ) are quite frequent in this data set.
Nouns were extracted from a lemmatised version of the parser's output. In Figure 1 the nouns employees, jobs and sales are relevant for the Noun feature. In cases of noun compounds, only the compound head (i.e., rightmost noun) was taken into account. A small set of rules was used to identify organisations (e.g., United Laboratories Inc.), person names (e.g., Jose Y. Campos), and locations (e.g., New England ) which were subsequently substituted by the general categories person, organisation, and location.
Noun Class (N W ) As with verbs, Asher and Lascarides (2003) argue in favour of symbolic rules for inferring temporal relations that utilise the semantic classes of nouns wherever possible, so as to maximise the linguistic generalisations that are captured. For example, they argue that one can infer a causal relation in (19) on the basis that the noun bruise has a cause via some act-on predicate with some underspecified agent (other nouns in this class include injury, sinking, construction): As in the case of verbs, nouns were also represented by supersenses from the WordNet taxonomy. Nouns in WordNet do not form a single hierarchy; instead they are partitioned according to a set of semantic primitives into 25 supersenses (e.g., nouns of cognition, events, plants, substances, etc.), which are treated as the unique beginners of separate hierarchies. The nouns extracted from the parser were mapped to WordNet classes. Ambiguity was handled in the same way as for verbs. Examples of the most frequent noun classes attested in main and subordinate clauses are illustrated in Table 5 .
Adjective (A)
Our motivation for including adjectives in the feature set is twofold. First, we hypothesise that temporal adjectives (e.g., old, new, later) will be frequent in subordinate clauses introduced by temporal markers such as before, after, and until and therefore may provide clues for the marker interpretation task. Secondly, similarly to verbs and nouns, adjectives carry important lexical information that can be used for inferring the semantic relation that holds between two clauses. For example, antonyms can often provide clues about the temporal sequence of two events (see incoming and outgoing in (20)).
(20) The incoming president delivered his inaugural speech. The outgoing president resigned last week.
As with verbs and nouns, adjectives were extracted from the parser's output. The most frequent adjectives in main (Adj M ) and subordinate (Adj S ) clauses are given in Table 4 .
Syntactic Signature (S) The syntactic differences in main and subordinate clauses are captured by the syntactic signature feature. The feature can be viewed as a measure of tree complexity, as it encodes for each main and subordinate clause the number of NPs, VPs, PPs, ADJPs, and ADVPs it contains. The feature can be easily read off from the parse tree. The syntactic signature for the main clause in Figure . One motivating case for using this syntactic feature involves verbs describing propositional attitudes (e.g., said, believe, realise). Our set of temporal discourse markers 14 will have varying distributions as to their relative semantic scope to these verbs. For example, one would expect until to take narrow semantic scope (i.e., the until-clause would typically attach to the verb in the sentential complement to the propositional attitude verb, rather than to the propositional attitude verb itself), while the situation might be different for once.
Argument Signature (R) This feature captures the argument structure profile of main and subordinate clauses. It applies only to verbs and encodes whether a verb has a direct or indirect object, and whether it is modified by a preposition or an adverbial. As the rules for inferring temporal relations in Hobbs et al. (1993) and Asher and Lascarides (2003) attest, the predicate argument structure of clauses is crucial to making the correct temporal inferences in many cases. To take a simple example, observe that inferring the causal relation in (18) crucially depends on the fact that the subject of fall denotes the same person as the direct object of push ; without this, a relation other than a causal one would be inferred.
As with syntactic signature, this feature was read from the main and subordinate clause parsetrees. The parsed version of the BLLIP corpus contains information about subjects. NPs whose nearest ancestor was a VP were identified as objects. Modification relations were recovered from the parse trees by finding all PPs and ADVPs immediately dominated by a VP. In Figure 1 the argument signature of the main clause is [SUBJ,OBJ] and for the subordinate it is [OBJ].
Position (P)
This feature simply records the position of the two clauses in the parse tree, i.e., whether the subordinate clause precedes or follows the main clause. The majority of the main clauses in our data are sentence initial (80.8%). However, there are differences among individual markers. For example, once clauses are equally frequent in both positions. 30% of the when clauses are sentence initial whereas 90% of the after clauses are found in the second position. These statistics clearly show that the relative positions of the main vs. subordinate clauses are going to be relatively informative for the the interpretation task.
In the following sections we describe our experiments with the models introduced in Section 3. We first investigate their performance on the temporal interpretation and fusion tasks (Experiments 1 and 2) and then describe a study with humans (Experiment 3). The latter enables us to examine in more depth the models' performance and the difficulty of our inference tasks.
Experiment 1: Sentence Interpretation
Method Our models were trained on main and subordinate clauses extracted from the BLLIP corpus as detailed in Section 4. Recall that we obtained 83,810 main-subordinate pairs. These were randomly partitioned into training (80%), development (10%) and test data (10%). Eighty randomly selected pairs from the test data were reserved for the human study reported in Experiment 3. We performed parameter tuning on the development set; all our results are reported on the unseen test set, unless otherwise stated.
We compare the performance of the conjunctive and disjunctive models, thereby assessing the effect of feature (in)dependence on the temporal interpretation task. Furthermore, we compare the performance of the two proposed models against a baseline disjunctive model that employs a word-based feature space (see (7) is a corpus of main-subordinate clause pairs. We also report the performance of a majority baseline (i.e., always select when, the most frequent marker in our data set). In order to assess the impact of our feature classes (see Section 4.2) on the interpretation task, the feature space was exhaustively evaluated on the development set. We have nine classes, which results in 9!
Results Our results are shown in Table 7 . We report both accuracy and F-score. A set of diacritics is used to indicate significance (on accuracy) throughout this paper (see Table 6 ). The best performing model on the test set (accuracy 62.6%) was observed with the combination of verbs (V) with syntactic signatures (S) for the disjunctive model (see Table 7 ). The combination of verbs (V), verb classes (V L , V W ), syntactic signatures (S) and clause position (P) yielded the highest accuracy (60.3%) for the conjunctive model (see Table 7 ). Both conjunctive and disjunctive models performed significantly better than the majority baseline and word-based model which also significantly outperformed the majority baseline. The disjunctive model (SV) significantly outperformed the conjunctive one (V W V L PSV).
We attribute the conjunctive model's worse performance to data sparseness. There is clearly a trade-off between reflecting the true complexity of the task of inferring temporal relations and the amount of training data available. The size of our data set favours a simpler model over a more complex one. The difference in performance between the models relying on linguistically-motivated We further analysed the data requirements for our models by varying the amount of instances on which they are trained. Figure 2 shows learning curves for the best conjunctive and disjunctive models (SV and V W V L PSV). For comparison, we also examine how training data size affects the (disjunctive) word-based baseline model. As can be seen, the disjunctive model has an advantage over the conjunctive one; the difference is more pronounced with smaller amounts of training data. Very small performance gains are obtained with increased training data for the word baseline model. A considerably larger training set is required for this model to be competitive against the more linguistically aware models. This result is in agreement with Marcu and Echihabi (2002) who employ a very large corpus (1 billion words) for training their word-based model.
Further analysis of our models revealed that some feature combinations performed reasonably well on individual markers for both the disjunctive and conjunctive model, even though their overall accuracy did not match the best feature combinations for either model class. Some accuracies for these combinations are shown in Table 8 . For example, NPRSTV was one of the best combinations for generating after under the disjunctive model, whereas SV was better for before (feature abbreviations are as introduced in Section 4.2). Given the complementarity of different models, an obvious question is whether these can be combined. An important finding in machine learning is that a set of classifiers whose individual decisions are combined in some way (an ensemble) can be more accurate than any of its component classifiers if the errors of the individual classifiers are sufficiently uncorrelated (Dietterich, 1997) . The next section reports on our ensemble learning experiments.
Ensemble Learning An ensemble of classifiers is a set of classifiers whose individual decisions are combined in some way to classify new examples. This simple idea has been applied to a variety of classification problems ranging from optical character recognition to medical diagnosis and part-of-speech tagging (see Dietterich, 1997 and van Halteren, Zavrel, & Daelemans, 2001 for overviews). Ensemble learners often yield superior results to individual learners provided that the component learners are accurate and diverse (Hansen & Salamon, 1990 ). An ensemble is typically built in two steps, i.e., first multiple component learners are trained and their predictions are combined. Multiple classifiers can be generated either by using subsamples of the training data (Breiman, 1996a; Freund & Shapire, 1996) or by manipulating the set of input features available to the component learners (Cherkauer, 1996) . Weighted or unweighted voting is the method of choice for combining individual classifiers in an ensemble. A more sophisticated combination method is stacking where a learner is trained to predict the correct output class when given as input the outputs of the ensemble classifiers (Wolpert, 1992; Breiman, 1996b; van Halteren et al., 2001) . In other words, a second-level learner is trained to select its output on the basis of the patterns of co-occurrence of the output of several component learners.
We generated multiple classifiers (for combination in the ensemble) by varying the number and type of features available to the conjunctive and disjunctive models discussed in the previous section. The outputs of these models were next combined using c5.0 (Quinlan, 1993), a decision-tree second level-learner. Decision trees are among the most widely used machine learning algorithms. They perform a general to specific search of a feature space, adding the most informative features to a tree structure as the search proceeds. The objective is to select a minimal set of features that efficiently partitions the feature space into classes of observations and assemble them into a tree (see Quinlan, 1993 for details). A classification for a test case is made by traversing the tree until either a leaf node is found or all further branches do not match the test case, and returning the most frequent class at the last node.
Learning in this framework requires a primary training set, for training the component learners; a secondary training set for training the second-level learner and a test set for assessing the stacked classifier. We trained the decision-tree learner on the development set using 10-fold cross-validation. We experimented with 133 different conjunctive models and 65 disjunctive models; the best results on the development set were obtained with the combination of 22 conjunctive models and 12 dis- junctive models. The component models are presented in Table 9 . The ensembles' performance on the test set is reported in Table 7 .
As can be seen, both types of ensemble significantly outperform the word-based baseline, and the best performing individual models. Furthermore, the disjunctive ensemble significantly outperforms the conjunctive one. Table 10 details the performance of the two ensembles for each individual marker. Both ensembles have difficulty inferring the markers since, once and while; the difficulty is more pronounced in the conjunctive ensemble. We believe that the worse performance for predicting these relations is due to a combination of sparse data and ambiguity. First, observe that these three classes have have fewest examples in our data set (see Table 1 ). Secondly, once is temporally ambiguous, conveying temporal progression and temporal overlap (see example (14)). The same ambiguity is observed with since (see example (15)). Finally, although the temporal sense of while always conveys temporal overlap, it has a non-temporal, contrastive sense too which potentially creates some noise in the training data, as discussed in Section 4.1. Another contributing factor to while's poor performance is the lack of sufficient training data. Note that the extracted instances for this marker constitute only 4.2% of our data. In fact, the model often confuses the marker since with the semantically similar while. This can be explained by the fact that both markers convey similar relations: they both imply temporal overlap but also have contrastive usages (thereby entailing temporal progression).
Let us now examine which classes of features have the most impact on the interpretation task by observing the component learners selected for our ensembles. As shown in Table 8 , verbs either as lexical forms (V) or classes (V W , V L ), the syntactic structure of the main and subordinate clauses (S) and their position (P) are the most important features for interpretation. Verb-based features are present in all component learners making up the conjunctive ensemble and in 10 (out of 12) learners for the disjunctive ensemble. The argument structure feature (R) seems to have some influence (it is present in five of the 12 component (disjunctive) models), however we suspect that there is some overlap with S. Nouns, adjectives and temporal signatures seem to have a small impact on the interpretation task, at least for the WSJ domain. Our results so far point to the importance of the lexicon for the marker interpretation task but also indicate that the syntactic complexity of the two clauses is crucial for inferring their semantic relation. Asher and Lascarides' (2003) symbolic theory of discourse interpretation also emphasises the importance of lexical information in inferring temporal relations.
Disjunctive 
Experiment 2: Sentence Fusion
Method For the sentence fusion task we built models that used the feature space introduced in Section 4.2, with the exception of the position feature (P). Knowing the linear precedence of the two clauses is highly predictive of their type: 80.8% of the main clauses are sentence initial. However, this type of positional information is typically not known when fragments are synthesised into a meaningful sentence and was therefore not taken into account in our experiments. To find the best performing model, the feature space was exhaustively evaluated on the development set.
As in Experiment 1, we compared the performance of conjunctive and disjunctive models. These models were in turn evaluated against a word-based disjunctive model (where P´a p i w p i tµ) and P´a p i w p i tµ) and a simple baseline that decides which clause should be introduced by the temporal marker at random.
Results
The best performing conjunctive and disjunctive models are presented in Table 11 . The feature combination NT delivered the highest accuracy for the conjunctive model (68.3%), whereas ARSVV W , was the best disjunctive model reaching an accuracy of 80.1%. Both models significantly outperformed the word-based model and the random guessing baseline. Similarly to the interpre- tation task, the conjunctive model performs significantly worse than the disjunctive one. We also examined the amount of data required for achieving satisfactory performance. The learning curves are given in Figure 3 . The disjunctive model achieves a good performance with approximately 3,000 training instances. Also note that the conjunctive model suffers from data sparseness (similarly to the word-based model). With increased amounts of training data, it manages to outperform the word-based model, without however matching the performance of the disjunctive model. We next report on our experiments with ensemble models. Inspection of the performance of individual models on the development set revealed that they are complementary, i.e., they differ in their ability to perform the fusion task. Feature combinations with the highest accuracy (on the development set) for individual markers are shown in Table 12 ). Ensemble Learning Similarly to the interpretation task, an ensemble of classifiers was built in order to take advantage of the complementarity of different models. The second-level decision tree learner was again trained on the development set using 10-fold cross-validation. We experimented with 77 conjunctive and 44 different disjunctive models; the component models for which we obtained the best results on the development set are shown in Table 13 and formed the ensemble whose performance was evaluated on the test set. The conjunctive ensemble reached an accuracy of 80.8%. The latter was significantly outperformed by the disjunctive ensemble whose accuracy was 97.3% (see Table 11 ). In comparison, the best performing model's accuracy on the test set (AR-STV, disjunctive) was 80.1%. Table 14 shows how well the ensembles are performing the fusion task for individual markers. We only report accuracy since the recall is always one. The conjunctive ensemble performs poorly on the fusion task when the temporal marker is once. This is to be expected, since once is the least frequent marker in our data set, and as we have already observed the conjunctive model is particularly prone to sparse data. Not surprisingly, the features V and S are also important for the fusion task (see Table 14 ). Adjectives (A), nouns (N and N W ) and temporal signatures (T), all seem to play more of a role in this task than they did in the interpretation task. This is perhaps to be expected given that the differences between main and subordinate clauses are rather subtle (semantically and structurally) and more information is needed to perform the inference.
Although for the interpretation and fusion tasks the ensemble outperformed the single best model, it is worth noting that the best individual models (ARSTV and SV for fusion and interpretation, respectively) rely on features that can be simply extracted from the parse trees without recourse to taxonomic information. Removing from the disjunctive ensemble the feature combinations that rely on corpus external resources (i.e., Levin, WordNet) yields an overall accuracy of 65.0% for interpretation and 95.6% for fusion.
Experiment 3: Human Evaluation
Method We further compared our model's performance against human judges by conducting two separate studies, one fore interpretation an one one for fusion. In the first study, participants were asked to perform a multiple choice task. They were given a set of 40 main-subordinate pairs (five for each marker) randomly chosen from our test data. The marker linking the two clauses was removed and participants were asked to select the missing word from a set of eight temporal markers, thus mimicking the models' task.
In the second study, participants were presented with a series of three sentence fragments and were asked to arrange them so that a coherent sentence is formed. The fragments were a main clause, a subordinate clause and a marker. Punctuation was removed so as not to reveal any ordering clues. Participants saw 40 such triples randomly selected from our test set. The set of items was different from those used in the interpretation task; again five items were selected for each marker. Examples of the materials our participants saw are given in Apendix A.
Both studies were conducted remotely over the Internet. Subjects first saw a set of instructions that explained the task, and had to fill in a short questionnaire including basic demographic information. For the interpretation task, a random order of main-subordinate pairs and a random order of markers per pair was generated for each subject. For the fusion task, a random order of items and a random order of fragments per item was generated for each subject. The interpretation study was completed by 198 volunteers, all native speakers of English. 100 volunteers participated in the fusion study, again all native speakers of English. Subjects were recruited via postings to local Email lists.
Results
Our results are summarised in Table 15 . We measured how well human subjects (H) agree with the gold standard (G)-i.e., the corpus from which the experimental items were selected-and how well they agree with each other. We also show how well the disjunctive ensembles (E) for the fusion and interpretation task respectively agree with the humans (H) and the gold standard (G). We measured agreement using the Kappa coefficient (Siegel & Castellan, 1988) but also report percentage agreement to facilitate comparison with our model. In all cases we compute pairwise agreements and report the mean.
As shown in Table 15 there is less agreement among humans for the interpretation task than the sentence fusion task. This is expected given that some of the markers are semantically similar and in some cases more than one marker are compatible with the temporal implicatures that arise from joining the two clauses. Also note that neither the model nor the subjects have access to the context surrounding the sentence whose marker must be inferred (we discuss this further in Section 8). Additional analysis of the interpretation data revealed that the majority of disagreements arose for as and once clauses. Once was also problematic for the ensemble model (see Table 10 ). Only 33% of the subjects agreed with the gold standard for as clauses; 35% of the subjects agreed with the gold standard for once clauses. For the other markers, the subject agreement with the gold standard was Table 16 : Confusion matrix based on percent agreement between subjects around 55%. The highest agreement was observed for since and until (63% and 65% respectively). A confusion matrix summarizing the resulting inter-subject agreement for the interpretation task is shown in Table 16 . The ensemble's agreement with the gold standard approximates human performance on the interpretation task (.413 for E-G vs. .421 for H-G). The agreement of the ensemble with the subjects is also close to the upper bound, i.e., inter-subject agreement (see, E-H and H-H in Table 15 ). A similar pattern emerges for the fusion task: comparison between the ensemble and the gold standard yields an agreement of .489 (see E-G) when subject and gold standard agreement is .522 (see H-G); agreement of the ensemble with the subjects is .468 when the upper bound is .490 (see E-H and H-H, respectively).
General Discussion
In this paper we proposed a data intensive approach for inferring the temporal relations in text. We introduced models that learn temporal relations from sentences where temporal information is made explicit via temporal markers. These models could potentially be used in cases where overt temporal markers are absent. We also evaluated our models against a sentence fusion task. The latter is relevant for applications such as summarisation or question answering where sentence fragments (extracted from potentially multiple documents) must be combined into a fluent sentence. For the fusion task our models determine the appropriate ordering among a temporal marker and two clauses.
Previous work on temporal inference has focused on the automatic tagging of temporal expressions (e.g., Wilson et al., 2001) or on learning the ordering of events from manually annotated data (e.g., Mani et al., 2003 , Boguraev & Ando, 2005 . Our models bypass the need for manual annotation by focusing on instances of temporal relations that are made explicit by the presence of temporal markers. We compared and contrasted several models varying in their linguistic assumptions and employed feature space. We also explored the tradeoff between model complexity and data requirements.
Our results indicate that less sophisticated models (e.g., the disjunctive model) tend to perform reasonably when utilising expressive features and training data sets that are relatively modest in size. We experimented with a variety of linguistically motivated features ranging from verbs and their semantic classes to temporal signatures and argument structure. Many of these features were inspired by symbolic theories of temporal interpretation, which often exploit semantic representations (e.g., of the two clauses) as well as complex inferences over real world knowledge (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1993; Lascarides & Asher, 1993; Kehler, 2002 ). Our best model achieved an F-score of 69.1% on the interpretation task and 93.4% on the fusion task. This performance is a significant improvement over the baseline and compares favourably with human performance on the same tasks. Our experiments further revealed that not only lexical but also syntactic information is important for both tasks. This result is in agreement with Soricut and Marcu (2003) who find that syntax trees encode sufficient information to enable accurate derivation of discourse relations. In sum, we have shown that it is possible to infer temporal information from corpora even if they are not semantically annotated in any way.
An important future direction lies in modelling the temporal relations of events across sentences. In order to achieve full-scale temporal reasoning, the current model must be extended in a number of ways. These involve the incorporation of extra-sentential information to the modelling task as well as richer temporal information (e.g., tagged time expressions; see Mani et al., 2003) . The current models perform the inference task independently of their surrounding context. Experiment 3 revealed, this is a rather difficult task; even humans cannot easily make decisions regarding temporal relations out-of-context. We plan to take into account contextual (lexical and syntactic) as well as discourse-based features (e.g., coreference resolution). Another issue related to the nature of our training data concerns the temporal information entailed by some of our markers which can be ambiguous. This could be remedied either heuristically as discussed in Section 4.1 or by using models trained on unambiguous markers (e.g., before, after) to disambiguate instances with multiple readings. Another possibility is to apply a separate disambiguation procedure on the training data (i.e., prior to the learning of temporal inference models).
The approach presented in this paper can be also combined with the annotations present in the TimeML corpus in a semi-supervised setting similar to Boguraev and Ando (2005) to yield improved performance. Another interesting direction is to use the models proposed here in a bootstrapping approach. Initially, a model is learned from unannotated data and its output is manually edited following the "annotate automatically, correct manually" methodology used to provide high volume annotation in the Penntreebank project. At each iteration the model is retrained on progressively more accurate and representative data.
Finally, temporal relations and discourse structure are co-dependent (Kamp & Reyle, 1993b; Asher & Lascarides, 2003) . It is a matter of future work to devise models that integrate discourse and temporal relations, with the ultimate goal of performing full-scale text understanding. In fact, the two types of knowledge may be mutually benefitial, thus improving both temporal and discourse text analysis. The contest became an obsession for Fumio Hirai, a 30-year-old mechanical engineer, whose wife took to ignoring him he and two other men tinkered for months with his dancing house plants. while 10 He calls the whole experience "wonderful, enlightening, fulfilling" and is proud that MCI functioned so well he was gone. while 11 And a lot of them want to get out they get kicked out. before 12 prices started falling, the market was doing $1.5 billion a week in new issues, says the head of investment banking at a major Wall Street firm. before 13 But you start feeling sorry for the fair sex, note that these are the Bundys, not the Bunkers. before 14 The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries will travel a rocky road its Persian Gulf members again rule world oil markets. before 15 Are more certified deaths required the FDA acts? before 16 Currently, a large store can be built only smaller merchants in the area approve it, a difficult and time consuming process. after 17 The review began last week Robert L. Starer was named president. after 18 The lower rate came the nation's central bank, the Bank of Canada, cut its weekly bank rate to 7.2% from 7.54%. after 19 Black residents of Washington's low-income Anacostia section forced a three-month closing of a Chinese-owned restaurant the owner threatened an elderly black woman customer with a pistol. after 20 Laurie Massa's back hurt for months a delivery truck slammed into her car in 1986. after When two apples touch one another at a single point of decay, the mould spreads over both of them. 4
Republicans get very nervous when other Republicans put deals together with the Russians. 5
He sounded less than enthusiastic when he announced his decision to remain and lead the movement. 6
Democrats are sure to feast on the idea of Republicans cutting corporate taxes while taking a bot out of the working man's pension. 7
While the representative of one separatist organisation says it has suspended its bombing activities, Colimbo authorities recently found two bombs near a government office. 8
Under Chapter 11, a company continues to operate with protection from creditor' lawsuits while it works out a plan to pay debt. 9
Investors in most markets sat out while awaiting the U.S. trade figures. 10 The top story received 374 points, while the 10th got 77. 11 The dollar firmed in quiet foreign exchange trading after the U.S report on consumer prices showed no sign of a rumored surge of inflation last month. 12 The strike, which lasted six days, was called by a group of nine rail unions after contract negotiations became deadlocked over job security and other issues. 13 The results were announced after the market closed. 14 Marines and sailors captured five Korean forts after a surveying party was attacked. 15 Tariffs on 3,500 kinds of imports were lowered yesterday by an average 50% after the cuts received final approval on Saturday from President Lee Teng-hui. Table 18 : Materials for the fusion task displaying the goldstandard order of temporal markers, main and subordinate clauses; subjects were presented with the three fragments in random order and asked to create a well-formed sentence.
32 16 Soviet diplomats have been dropping hints all over the world that Moscow wants a deal before the Reagan administration ends. 17 Before credit card interest rates are reduced across-the-board you will see North buying a subscription to Pravda. 18 Leonard Shane, 65 years old, held the post of president before William Shane, 37, was elected to it last year. 19 The protests came exactly a year before the Olympic Games are to begin in Seoul. 20 This matter also must be decided by the regulators before the Herald takeover can be resolved. 21 The exact amount of the loss will not be known until a review of the company's mortgage portfolio is completed. 22 A piece of sheet metal was prepared for installation over the broken section of floor until the plane came out of service for a scheduled maintenace 23 The defective dresses are held until the hems can be fixed 24 It buys time until the main problem can be identified and repaired. 25 The last thing cut off was the water, for about a week until he came up with some money. 26 Once the treaty is completed, both Mr. Reagan and Mr. Corbachev probably will want to take credit for it. 27 The borrower is off the hook once a bank accepts such drafts and tries to redeem them. 28 Once the state controls all credit, a large degree of private freedom is lost. 29 Skeptics doubt BMW can maintain its highfluing position once the Japanese join the fray. 30 Once that notice is withdrawn, the companies wouldn't be in a position to call in their bonds. 
Introduction
The ability to identify and analyse temporal information is crucial for a variety of practical NLP applications such as information extraction, question answering, and summarisation. In multidocument summarisation, information must be extracted, potentially fused, and synthesised into a meaningful text. Knowledge about the temporal order of events is important for determining what content should be communicated (interpretation) but also for correctly merging and presenting information (generation). In question answering one would like to find out when a particular event occurred (e.g., When did X resign? ) but also to obtain information about how events relate to each other (e.g., Did X resign before Y? ).
Although temporal relations and their interaction with discourse relations (e.g., Parallel, Result) have received much attention in linguistics (???), the automatic interpretation of events and their temporal relations is beyond the capabilities of current open-domain NLP systems. While corpus-based methods have accelerated progress in other areas of NLP, they have yet to make a substantial impact on the processing of temporal information. This is partly due to the absence of readily available corpora annotated with temporal information, although efforts are underway to develop treebanks marked with temporal relations (?) and devise annotation schemes that are suitable for coding temporal relations (??). Absolute temporal information has received some attention (???) and systems have been developed for identifying and assigning referents to time expressions.
Although the treatment of time expressions is an important first step towards the automatic handling of temporal phenomena, much temporal information is not absolute but relative and not overtly expressed but implicit. Consider the examples in (1) taken from ?. Native speakers can infer that John first met and then kissed the girl and that he first left the party and then walked home, even though there are no overt markers signalling the temporal order of the described events.
(1) a. John kissed the girl he met at a party.
b.
Leaving the party, John walked home. c.
He remembered talking to her and asking her for her name.
In this paper we describe a data intensive approach that automatically captures information pertaining to the temporal order and relations of events like the ones illustrated in (1). Of course trying to acquire temporal information from a corpus that is not annotated with temporal relations, tense, or aspect seems rather futile. However, sometimes there are overt markers for temporal relations, the conjunctions before, after, while, and when being the most obvious, that make relational information about events explicit:
(2) a. Leonard Shane, 65 years old, held the post of president before William Shane, 37, was elected to it last year. b.
The results were announced after the market closed. c.
Investors in most markets sat out while awaiting the U.S. trade figures.
It is precisely this type of data that we will exploit for making predictions about the order in which events occurred when there are no obvious markers signalling temporal ordering. We will assess the feasibility of such an approach by initially focusing on sentence-internal temporal relations. We will obtain sentences like the ones shown in (2), where a main clause is connected to a subordinate clause with a temporal marker and we will develop a probabilistic framework where the temporal relations will be learned by gathering informative features from the two clauses. This framework can then be used for interpretation in cases where overt temporal markers are absent (see the examples in (1)).
Practical NLP applications such as text summarisation and question answering place increasing demands not only on the analysis but also on the generation of temporal relations. For instance, non-extractive summarisers that generate sentences by fusing together sentence fragments (e.g., Barzilay 2003) must be able to determine whether or not to include an overt temporal marker in the generated text, where the marker should be placed, and what lexical item should be used. We assess how appropriate our approach is when faced with the information fusion task of determining the appropriate ordering among a temporal marker and two clauses. We infer probabilistically which of the two clauses is introduced by the marker, and effectively learn to distinguish between main and subordinate clauses.
The Model
Given a main clause and a subordinate clause attached to it, our task is to infer the temporal marker linking the two clauses. Formally, P(S M ,t j , S S ) represents the probability that a marker t j relates a main clause S M and a subordinate clause S S . We aim to identify which marker t j in the set of possible markers T maximises P(S M ,t j , S S ):
We ignore the term P(S M ) in (3) as it is a constant and use Bayes' Rule to derive P(S M |t j ) from P(t j |S M ):
We will further assume that the likelihood of the subordinate clause S S is conditionally independent of the main clause S M (i.e., P(S S |S M ,t j ) ≈ P(S S |t j )). The assumption is clearly a simplification but makes the estimation of the probabilities P(S M |t j ) and P(S S |t j ) more reliable in the face of sparse data.
(5) t * ≈ argmax
S M and S S are vectors of features a M,1 · · · a M,n and a S,1 · · · a S,n characteristic of the propositions occurring with the marker t j (our features are described in detail in Section 3.2). By making the simplifying assumption that these features are conditionally independent given the temporal marker, the probability of observing the conjunctions a M,1 · · · a M,n and a S,1 · · · a S,n is:
We effectively treat the temporal interpretation problem as a disambiguation task. From the (confusion) set T of temporal markers {after, before, while, when, as, once, until, since}, we select the one that maximises (6). We compiled a list of temporal markers from ?. Markers with corpus frequency less than 10 per million were excluded from our confusion set (see Section 3.1 for a description of our corpus).
The model in (6) is simplistic in that the relationships between the features across the clauses are not captured directly. However, if two values of these features for the main and subordinate clauses co-occur frequently with a particular marker, then the conditional probability of these features on that marker will approximate the right biases. Also note that some of these markers are ambiguous with respect to their meaning: one sense of while denotes overlap, another contrast; since can indicate a sequence of events in which the main clause occurs after the subordinate clause or cause, as indicates overlap or cause, and when can denote overlap, a sequence of events, or contrast. Our model selects the appropriate markers on the basis of distributional evidence while being agnostic to their specific meaning when they are ambiguous.
For the sentence fusion task, the identity of the two clauses is unknown, and our task is to infer which clause contains the marker. This can be expressed as:
where p is generally speaking a sentence fragment to be realised as a main or subordinate clause ({p = S|p = M} or {p = M|p = S}), and t is the temporal marker linking the two clauses. We can estimate the parameters for the models in (6) and (7) from a parsed corpus. We first identify clauses in a hypotactic relation, i.e., main clauses of which the subordinate clause is a constituent. Next, in the training phase, we estimate the probabilities P(a M,i |t j ) and P(a S,i |t j ) by simply counting the occurrence of the features a M,i and a S,i with marker t. For features with zero counts, we use add-k smoothing (?), where k is a small number less than one. In the testing phase, all occurrences of the relevant temporal markers are removed for the interpretation task and the model must decide which member of the confusion set to choose. For the sentence fusion task, it is the temporal order of the two clauses that is unknown and must be inferred. A similar approach has been advocated for the interpretation of discourse relations by ?. They train a set of naive Bayes classifiers on a large corpus (in the order of 40 M sentences) representative of four rhetorical relations using word bigrams as features. The discourse relations are read off from explicit discourse markers thus avoiding time consuming hand coding. Apart from the fact that we present an alternative model, our work differs from ? in two important ways. First we explore the contribution of linguistic information to the inference task using considerably smaller data sets and secondly apply the proposed model to a generation task, namely information fusion.
Parameter Estimation

Data Extraction
Subordinate clauses (and their main clause counterparts) were extracted from the BLLIP corpus (30 M words), a Treebank-style, machine-parsed version of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ, years 1987-89) which was produced using ?'s (?) parser. From the extracted clauses we estimate the features described in Section 3.2.
We first traverse the tree top-down until we identify the tree node bearing the subordinate clause label we are interested in and extract the subtree it dominates. Assuming we want to extract after subordinate clauses, this would be the subtree dominated by SBAR-TMP in Figure 1 indicated by the arrow pointing down. Having found the subordinate clause, we proceed to extract the main clause by traversing the tree upwards and identifying the S node immediately dominating the subordinate clause node (see the arrow pointing up in Figure 1) . In cases where the subordinate clause is sentence initial, we first identify the SBAR-TMP node and extract the subtree dominated by it, and then traverse the tree downwards in order to extract the S-tree immediately dominating it.
For the experiments described here we focus solely on subordinate clauses immediately dominated by S, thus ignoring cases where nouns are related to clauses via a temporal marker. Note also that there can be more than one main clause that qualify as attachment sites for a subordinate clause. In Figure 1 the subordinate clause after the sale is completed can be attached either to said or will loose. We are relying on the parser for providing relatively accurate information about attachment sites, but unavoidably there is some noise in the data.
Model Features
A number of knowledge sources are involved in inferring temporal ordering including tense, aspect, temporal adverbials, lexical semantic information, and world knowledge (?). By selecting features that represent, albeit indirectly and imperfectly, these knowledge sources, we aim to empirically assess their contribution to the temporal inference task. Below we introduce our features and provide the motivation behind their selection.
Temporal Signature (T)
It is well known that verbal tense and aspect impose constraints on the temporal order of events but also on the choice of temporal markers. These constraints are perhaps best illustrated in the system of ? who examine how inherent (i.e., states and events) and non-inherent (i.e., progressive, perfective) aspectual features interact with the time stamps of the eventualities in order to generate clauses and the markers that relate them.
Although we can't infer inherent aspectual features from verb surface form (for this we would need a dictionary of verbs and their aspectual classes together with a process that infers the aspectual class in a given context), we can extract non-inherent features from our parse trees. We first identify verb complexes including modals and auxiliaries and then classify tensed and non-tensed expressions along the following dimensions: finiteness, non-finiteness, modality, aspect, voice, and polarity. The values of these features are shown in Table 1 . The features finiteness and non-finiteness are mutually exclusive.
Verbal complexes were identified from the parse trees heuristically by devising a set of 30 patterns that search for sequencies of auxiliaries and verbs. From the parser output verbs were classified as passive or active by building a set of 10 passive identifying patterns requiring both a passive auxiliary (some form of be and get) and a past participle.
To illustrate with an example, consider again the parse tree in Figure 1 . We identify the verbal groups will lose and is completed from the main and subordinate clause respectively. The former is mapped to the features {present, future, imperfective, active, affirmative}, whereas the latter is mapped to {present, / 0, imperfective, passive, affirmative}, where / 0 indicates the absence of a modal. In Table 2 we show the relative frequencies in our corpus for finiteness (FIN), past tense (PAST), active voice (ACT), and negation (NEG) for main and subordinate clauses conjoined with the markers once and since. As can be seen there are differences in the distribution of counts between main and subordinate clauses for the same and different markers. For instance, the past tense is more frequent in since than once subordinate clauses and 
Verb Identity (V)
Investigations into the interpretation of narrative discourse have shown that specific lexical information plays an important role in determing temporal interpretation (e.g., Asher and Lascarides 2003) . For example, the fact that verbs like push can cause movement of the patient and verbs like fall describe the movement of their subject can be used to predict that the discourse (8) is interpreted as the pushing causing the falling, making the linear order of the events mismatch their temporal order. We operationalise lexical relationships among verbs in our data by counting their occurrence in main and subordinate clauses from a lemmatised version of the BLLIP corpus. Verbs were extracted from the parse trees containing main and subordinate clauses. Consider again the tree in Figure 1 . Here, we identify lose and complete, without preserving information about tense or passivisation which is explictly represented in our temporal signatures. Table 3 lists the most frequent verbs attested in main (Verb M ) and subordinate (Verb S ) clauses conjoined with the temporal markers after, as, before, once, since, until, when, and while (TMark in Table 3 ).
The verb identity feature does not capture meaning regularities concerning the types of verbs entering in temporal relations. For example, in Table 3 sell and pay are possession verbs, say and announce are communication verbs, and come and rise are motion verbs. We use a semantic classification for obtaining some degree of generalisation over the extracted verb occurrences. We experimented with WordNet (?) and the verb classification proposed by ?. Table 3 : Verb, noun, and adjective occurrences in main and subordinate clauses Verbs in WordNet are classified in 15 general semantic domains (e.g., verbs of change, verbs of cognition, etc.). We mapped the verbs occurring in main and subordinate clauses to these very general semantic categories (feature V W ). Ambiguous verbs in WordNet will correspond to more than one semantic class. We resolve ambiguity heuristically by always defaulting to the verb's prime sense and selecting the semantic domain for this sense. In cases where a verb is not listed in WordNet we default to its lemmatised form.
? focuses on the relation between verbs and their arguments and hypothesizes that verbs which behave similarly with respect to the expression and interpretation of their arguments share certain meaning components and can therefore be organised into semantically coherent classes (200 in total). ? argue that these classes provide important information for identifying semantic relationships between clauses. Verbs in our data were mapped into their corresponding Levin classes (feature V L ); polysemous verbs were disambiguated by the method proposed in ?. Again, for verbs not included in Levin, the lemmatised verb form is used.
Noun Identity (N)
It is not only verbs, but also nouns that can provide important information about the semantic relation between two clauses (see ? for detailed motivation). In our domain for example, the noun share is found in main clauses typically preceding the noun market which is often found in subordinate clauses. Table 3 shows the most frequently attested nouns (excluding proper names) in main (Noun M ) and subordinate (Noun S ) clauses for each temporal marker. Notice that time denoting nouns (e.g., year, month ) are quite frequent in this data set.
Noun Class (N W ).
As in the case of verbs, nouns were also represented by broad semantic classes from the WordNet taxonomy. Nouns in WordNet do not form a single hierarchy; instead they are partitioned according to a set of semantic primitives into 25 semantic classes (e.g., nouns of cognition, events, plants, substances, etc.), which are treated as the unique beginners of separate hierarchies. The nouns extracted from the parser were mapped to WordNet classes. Ambiguity was handled in the same way as for verbs.
Adjective (A)
Our motivation for including adjectives in our feature set is twofold. First, we hypothesise that temporal adjectives will be frequent in subordinate clauses introduced by strictly temporal markers such as before, after, and until and therefore may provide clues for the marker interpretation task. Secondly, similarly to verbs and nouns, adjectives carry important lexical information that can be used for inferring the semantic relation that holds between two clauses. For example, antonyms can often provide clues about the temporal sequence of two events (see incoming and outgoing in (9)).
(9) The incoming president delivered his inaugural speech.
The outgoing president resigned last week.
As with verbs and nouns, adjectives were extracted from the parser's output. The most frequent adjectives in main (Adj M ) and subordinate (Adj S ) clauses are given in Table 3 .
Syntactic Signature (S)
The syntactic differences in main and subordinate clauses are captured by the syntactic signature feature. The feature can be viewed as a measure of tree complexity, as it encodes for each main and subordinate clause the number of NPs, VPs, PPs, ADJPs, and ADVPs it contains. The feature can be easily read off from the parse tree. The syntactic signature for the main clause in Figure 1 
Argument Signature (R)
This feature captures the argument structure profile of main and subordinate clauses. It applies only to verbs and encodes whether a verb has a direct or indirect object, whether it is modified by a preposition or an adverbial. As with syntactic signature, this feature was read from the main and subordinate clause parse-trees. The parsed version of the BLLIP corpus contains information about subjects. NPs whose nearest ancestor was a VP were identified as objects. Modification relations were recovered from the parse trees by finding all PPs and ADVPs immediately dominated by a VP. In Figure 1 the argument signature of the main clause is [SUBJ,OBJ] and for the subordinate it is [OBJ].
Position (P)
This feature simply records the position of the two clauses in the parse tree, i.e., whether the subordinate clause precedes or follows the main clause. The majority of the main clauses in our data are sentence intitial (80.8%). However, there are differences among individual markers. For example, once clauses are equally frequent in both positions. 30% of the when clauses are sentence intitial whereas 90% of the after clauses are found in the second position.
In the following sections we describe our experiments with the model introduced in Section 2. We first investigate the model's accuracy on the temporal interpretation and fusion tasks (Experiment 1) and then describe a study with humans (Experiment 2). The latter enables us to examine in more depth the model's classification accuracy when compared to human judges.
Experiment 1: Interpretation and Fusion
Method
The model was trained on main and subordinate clauses extracted from the BLLIP corpus as detailed in Section 3.1. We obtained 83,810 main-subordinate pairs. These were randomly partitioned into training (80%), development (10%) and test data (10%). Eighty randomly selected pairs from the test data were reserved for the human study reported in Experiment 2. We performed parameter tuning on the development set; all our results are reported on the unseen test set, unless otherwise stated.
Results
In order to assess the impact of our features on the interpretation task, the feature space was exhaustively evaluated on the development set. We have nine features, which results in 9! (9−k)! feature combinations where k is the arity of the combination (unary, binary, ternary, etc.) . We measured the accuracy of all feature combinations (1023 in total) on the develoment set. From these, we selected the most informative combinations for evaluating the model on the test set. The best accuracy (61.4%) on the development set was observed with the combination of verbs (V) with syntactic signatures (S). We also observed that some feature combinations performed reasonably well on individual markers, even though their overall accuracy was not better than V and S combined. Some accuracies for these combinations are shown in Table 4 . For example, NPRSTV was one of the best combinations for generating after, whereas SV was better for before (feature abbreviations are as introduced in Section 3.2).
Given the complementarity of different model parametrisations, an obvious question is whether these can be combined. An important finding in Machine Learning is that a set of classifiers whose individual decisions are combined in some way (an related (?). In this paper an ensemble was constructed by combining classifiers resulting from training different parametrisations of our model on the same data. A decision tree (?) was used for selecting the models with the least overlap and for combining their output. The decision tree was trained and tested on the development set using 10-fold cross-validation. We experimented with 65 different models; out of these, the best results on the development set were obtained with the combination of 12 models: AN W NPSV, APSV, ASV, V W PRS, V N PS, V L S, NPRSTV, PRS, PRST, PRSV, PSV, and SV. These models formed the ensemble whose accuracy was next measured on the test set. Note that the features with the most impact on the interpretation task are verbs either as lexical forms (V) or classes (V W , V L ), the syntactic structure of the main and subordinate clauses (S) and their position (P). The argument structure feature (R) seems to have some influence (it is present in five of the 12 combinations), however we suspect that there is some overlap with S. Nouns, adjectives and temporal signatures seem to have less impact on the interpretation task, for the WSJ domain at least. Our results so far point to the importance of the lexicon (represented by V, N, and A) for the marker interpretion task but also indicate that the syntactic complexity of the two clauses is crucial for inferring their semantic relation.
The accuracy of the ensemble (12 feature combinations) was next measured on the unseen test set using 10-fold cross-validation. Table 5 shows precision (Prec) and recall (Rec). For comparison we also report precision and recall for the best individual feature combination on the test set (SV) and the baseline of always selecting when, the most frequent marker in our data set (42.6%). The ensemble (E) classified correctly 70.7% of the instances in the test set, whereas SV obtained an accuracy of 62.6%. The ensemble performs significantly better than SV (χ 2 = 102.57, df = 1, p < .005) and both SV and E perform significantly better than the baseline (χ 2 = 671.73, df = 1, p < .005 and χ 2 = 1278.61, df = 1, p < .005, respectively). The ensemble has difficulty inferring the markers since, once and while (see the recall figures in Table 5 ). Since is often confused with the semantically similar while. Until is not ambiguous, however it is relatively infrequent in our corpus (6.3% of our data set). We suspect that there is simply not enough data for the model to accurately infer these markers.
For the fusion task we also explored the feature space exhaustively on the development set, after removing the position feature (P). Knowing the linear precedence of the two clauses is highly predictive of their type: 80.8% of the main clauses are sentence initial. However, this type of positional information is typically not known when fragments are synthesised into a meaningful sentence.
The best performing feature combinations on the development set were ARSTV and AN W RSV with an accuracy of 80.4%. Feature combinations with the highest accuracy (on the development set) for individual markers are shown in Table 4 . Similarly to the interepretation task, an ensemble of classifiers was built in order to take advantage of the complementarity of different model parameterisations. The decision tree learner was again trained and tested on the development set using 10-fold cross-validation. We experimented with 44 different model instantiations; the best results were obtained when the following 20 models were combined: AV W NRSTV, AN W NSTV, AN W NV, AN W RS, ANV, ARS, ARSTV, ARSV, ARV, AV, V W HS, V W RT, V W TV, N W RST, N W S, N W ST, V W T, V W TV, RT, and STV. Not surprisingly V and S are also important for the fusion task. Adjectives (A), nouns (N and N W ) and temporal signatures (T), all seem to play more of a role in the fusion rather than the interpretation task. This is perhaps to be expected given that the differences between main and subordinate clauses are rather subtle (semantically and structurally) and more information is needed to perform the inference.
The ensemble (consisting of the 20 selected models) attained an accuracy of 97.4% on the test. The accuracy of the the best performing model on the test set (ARSTV) was 80.1% (see Table 5 ). Precision for each individual marker is shown in Table 5 (we omit recall as it is always one). Both the ensemble and AR-STV significantly outperform the simple baseline of 50%, amounting to always guessing main (or subordinate) for both clauses (χ 2 = 4848.46, df = 1, p < .005 and χ 2 = 1670.81, df = 1, p < .005, respectively). The ensemble performed significantly better than ARSTV (χ 2 = 1233.63, df = 1, p < .005).
Although for both tasks the ensemble outperformed the single best model, it is worth noting that the best individual models (ARSTV for fusion and PSTV for interpretation) rely on features that can be simply extracted from the parse trees without recourse to taxonomic information. Removing from the ensembles the feature combinations that rely on corpus external resources (i.e., Levin, WordNet) yields an overall accuracy of 65.0% for the interpretation task and 95.6% for the fusion task.
Experiment 2: Human Evaluation
Method
We further compared our model's performance against human judges by conducting two separate studies, one for the interpretation and one for the fusion task. In the first study, participants were asked to perform a multiple choice task. They were given a set of 40 main-subordinate pairs (five for each marker) randomly chosen from our test data. The marker linking the two clauses was removed and participants were asked to select the missing word from a set of eight temporal markers.
In the second study, participants were presented with a series of sentence fragments and were asked to arrange them so that a coherent sentence can be formed. The fragments were a main clause, a subordinate clause and a marker. Participants saw 40 such triples randomly selected from our test set. The set of items was different from those used in the interpretation task; again five items were selected for each marker.
Results
Our results are summarised in Table 6 . We measured how well subjects agree with the gold-standard (i.e., the corpus from which the experimental items were selected) and how well they agree with each other. We also show how well the ensembles from Section 4 agree with the humans and the gold-standard. We measured agreement using the Kappa coefficient (?) but also report percentage agreement to facilitate comparison with our model. In all cases we compute pairwise agreements and report the mean. In Table 6 , H refers to the subjects, G to the gold-standard, and E to the ensemble.
As shown in Table 6 there is less agreement among humans for the interpretation task than the sentence fusion task. This is expected given that some of the markers are semantically similar and in some cases more than one marker are compatible with the meaning of the two clauses. Also note that neither the model nor the subjects have access to the context surrounding the sentence whose marker must be inferred (we discuss this further in Section 6). Additional analysis of the interpretation data revealed that the majority of disagreements arose for as and once clauses. Once was also problematic for our model (see the Recall in Table 5 ). Only 33% of the subjects agreed with the gold-standard for as clauses; 35% of the subjects agreed with the gold-standard for once clauses. For the other markers, the subject agreement with the gold-standard was around 55%. The highest agreement was observed for since and until (63% and 65% respectively).
The ensemble's agreement with the gold-standard approximates human performance on the interpretation task (.413 for E-G vs. .421 for H-G). The agreement of the ensemble with the subjects is also close to the upper bound, i.e., inter-subject agreement (see, E-H and H-H in Table 6 ). A similar pattern emerges for the fusion task: comparison between the ensemble and the gold-standard yields an agreement of .489 (see E-G) when subject and gold-standard agreement is .522 (see H-G); agreement of the ensemble with the subjects is .468 when the upper bound is .490 (see E-H and H-H, respectively).
Discussion
In this paper we proposed a data intensive approach for inferring the temporal relations of events. We introduced a model that learns temporal relations from sentences where temporal information is made explicit via temporal markers. This model then can be used in cases where overt temporal markers are absent. We also evaluated our model against a sentence fusion task. The latter is relevant for applications such as summarisation or question answering where sentence fragments must be combined into a fluent sentence. For the fusion task our model determines the appropriate ordering among a temporal marker and two clauses.
We experimented with a variety of linguistically motivated features and have shown that it is possible to extract semantic information from corpora even if they are not semantically annotated in any way. We achieved an accuracy of 70.7% on the interpretation task and 97.4% on the fusion task. This performance is a significant improvement over the baseline and compares favourably with human performance on the same tasks. Previous work on temporal inference has focused on the automatic tagging of temporal expressions (e.g., ?) or on learning the ordering of events from manually annotated data (e.g., ?). Our experiments further revealed that not only lexical but also syntactic information is important for both tasks. This result is in agreement with ? who find that syntax trees encode sufficient information to enable accurate derivation of discourse relations.
An important future direction lies in modelling the temporal relations of events across sentences. The approach presented in this paper can be used to support the "annotate automatically, correct manually" methodology used to provide high volume annotation in the Penntreebank project. An important question for further investigation is the contribution of linguistic and extra-sentential information to modelling temporal relations. Our model can be easily extended to include contextual features and also richer temporal information such as tagged time expressions (see ?). Apart from taking more features into account, in the future we plan to experiment with models where main and subordinate clauses are not assumed to be conditionally independent and investigate the influence of larger data sets on prediction accuracy.
